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J.P. STRATTON

23rd May 2008
The Chairman.
Environment & Public Affairs Committee.
Parliament House.
Perth. W. Australia. 6000
RE: SMRC Waste Facility, Canning Vale.

Dear Sir I Madam,
I am going to start off by saying I have lived in the same house in Willetton
since 1981 and have enjoyed a good quality of air the majority of the time.
However about four years ago that situation changed and not for the better I
can assure you.
Because my house is in a north westerly direction from the Canning Vale
Recycling plant I am not in the direct wind path from either a westerly or
easterly wind that has blown over the facility and I feel very sorry for those that
are. However if sometimes we get a south easterly I am made aware of the
sites presence.
Basically during the day I do not have a problem with odours emanating from
plant, it is between midnight and three in the morning that it makes it's
presence felt. Initially I could not understand why I was getting this terrible
smell in my house but a friend of my that has a lot more scientific knowledge
than I provided me with an explanation for the phenomena.
It would appear that the gases emitted from this plant are of a methane nature
and during the day they go straight up into the atmosphere and are therefore
not noticeable. However somewhere between midnight and 3am in the
morning the inversion layer cools and becomes a lot denser stopping the gas
from passing through it. It in turn cools the gas so that it becomes heavier than
air and it falls back to earth and starts covering all the houses in low lying
areas much the same as a fog would do.
Because of this phenomena I have not been able to go to bed with a window
or door ajar for the last four years, In other words every night I ensure that
every window and door is closed tightly and yet I am still subject to the smell
entering my home.
You might ask how this happens and the answer is simple it enters my
premises through the air vents going up through my roof. I am referring here to
those vents that exhaust air from the kitchen, the laundry, the bathroom and
toilet. "It must be murder for those that rely on evaporate air conditioning
where the air is taken from the outside and then into the house"
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Because I am now in my sixties I have to get up somewhere between 1 to 3am
to ~o to the toilet and of coarse encounter the odour. As late as the night of the
19 and going onto the morning of the 20th of May my house was inundated by
the smell. To add credence to what I am saying in relation to when the odour
is at it's worst I am enclosing an article headed "Big Stink Over Smell" that was
published back in March 2008. On reading through it you will see that
Councilor Daly was called out to peoples homes at around 2.30am in the
morning.
During this last summer that was extremely hot by all accounts I experienced
a situation I never want to endure again. If you recall we had a period of five
days where the temperature was well over 30 degrees "c" during the day and
in fact at around 9pm it was till over 30. Because it was so hot and there were
no evening breezes I could not open up my house to get fresh air into my
premises but strangely enough the odour from the plant still continued to
penetrate my house in the early hours of the morning. This resulted in the
interior of my house smelling like the waste facility and I was ever so thankful
when a westerly breeze arrived on the sixth evening and revamped the air
quality within my house.
The waste facility should have never been allowed to be built so close to
residential areas. Initially it was a private enterprise that ran into financial
difficulties so the City of Canning became involved. Not to be content with
handling the waste from the City of Canning they then extended the franchise
to cover both the City of Cockburn and Melville, obviously with the view of
additional financial enticement.
Never once were we the surrounding residents consulted nor was referendum
held but today we are constantly being told to grin and bear it and the problem
does not exist. In the last Council election two candidates representing our
areas stood on a platform of doing something about the odour problem and
they were overwhelming elected. To my knowledge they are doing a very good
job to represent the concerns of their constituents
Please do what ever is within your power to assist and protect us and future
generations from such environmental vandalism for I am tired of waking up
with sore eyes and a running nose. Only God knows what the long term
effects are going to be

YO~_~=~

__
_

John P. Stratton
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